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Your favorite meals at the touch of a button

Risottos,cozidos,pastes, soups and desserts

Free up more time using Philips Walita new Multicookers with smart temperature

controls that ensures easy cooking of favorite dishes. It comes with 6 automated

cooking programs and manual settings for healthy delicious meals every day.

The ultimate in convenience

Swing handle for easy carrying

Dishwasher friendly & non-stick inner pot

Detachable steam vent for easy cleaning

Front top control panel is easy to use

Healthy dishes every day

3D heating function ensuring evenly heated dishes

Inspiring recipe book included

Thick 2mm pot with 5 layers conducts heat evenly

11 preset cooking programs and MyRecipe manual function

Smart automatic cooking

Delayed start for up to 24 hours

Automatic 24hr keep warm

Automated cooking programs with smart temperature controls



Multicooker RI3237/76

Highlights Specifications

Dishwasher friendly

Dishwasher friendly & non-stick inner pot

Swing handle

Convenient and safe to carry the Philips rice

cooker away from the kitchen, or to serve rice in

dinning room.

Detachable steam vent

Wash the steam vent frequently to remove

residual. Simply remove steam vent from the

appliance top lid and clean thoroughly.

3D heating function

3D heating function ensuring evenly heated

dishes.

Recipe book included

The inspiring recipe book with healthy, tasty

recipes and with expert tips is included

Delayed start

24 hours easy-to-program preset timer ensures

meals are ready on time

Automatic 24hr keep warm

Automatic 24hr keep warm

Easy to use panel

Front top control panel is easy to use

Smart temperature control

Automated programs with smart temperature

controls that has optimized heating curves for

the cooking of each ingredient or dish.

Thick 2mm 5-layer pot

Thick 2mm pot with 5 layers conducts heat

evenly for healthy delicious dishes.

11 preset programs

11 preset cooking programs and MyRecipe

manual function for delicious variety of healthy

dishes.

 

Accessories

Included: Measuring cup, Recipe booklet,

Scoop, Spatula, Steaming tray/basket
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